
Milking POSB for cashback

Description

Got a POSB account? Get cashback for transactions you're already making.

In case you guys haven't seen the latest entry I put up on the blog yet, do hop over to check out my
review of POSB's latest cashback promo.

When they first approached me for a sponsored post on this, I was really happy because even if they
didn't pay me to write, I would have done a review anyway. And yes, my conclusion is still positive.

My only skepticism at first was on the T&Cs of how the cashback worked, but thankfully POSB
InvestSaver is included under the investments portion!

So for those of you who are interested in #dayresavings and #dayreinvestments , you might want to
see if you can get the cashback too.

POSB's recent Cashback promo is a pretty good deal for those of you who are already making existing
transactions with POSB / DBS. Might as well maximise your dollars and get cashback for stuff you're
already doing!

I'm really proud of the table I created which breaks down the estimated cashback that one can
reasonably expect to get.
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I wish I could reproduce the cashback table that I'm really proud of but unfortunately the square photos
in Dayre doesn't allow me to, so you guys have to hop over to the blog to see it. Sorry!
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On a happier note, SG Budget Babe has just crossed 3 million views and I was seriously in shock
when I saw the number this evening ?

It may be a sponsored post but my loyal readers know by now that I'm super selective about the types
of advertorials I get. And no matter how much money a client pays me, I will NEVER copy and paste
from a brief. This is MY blog, so all my content has to be as original as it can be.

If a client pays me to write, it is my job to come up with a good post that adds value to my readers
while making them (and BB) look good. And this promo is really a good deal once you know how to
make use of it ?
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Read about SPH serving letters of demand to folks who have reproduced their articles (where SPH
interviewed them) to pay up for licensing and copyright fees. Seriously?

It irks me when big companies or businessmen with power try to shut media outlets up.

Speaking of which, you guys really gotta read the amazing response from the New York Times' legal
representative when Donald Trump's lawyers tried to shut them up about that article where they
interviewed women who talked about their experiences with Trump. I never applauded for a lawyer's
letter before, but for that one, I did.

Another major company just emailed me asking me to take down a negative review I wrote about them
from over a year ago when I visited them and didn't tell them I was a blogger because I didn't want
preferential treatment.

There has been really bad news reports about them this year, such as how an elderly lady in her 80s
was persuaded to sign up for a $400k package with them and are now suing them for it.

They say they've changed for the better and requested me to take down the post in hopes that "we can
settle the matter amicably".

(Wah those are words I use when I'm being passive aggressive to someone sia.)

I'm going to give them the benefit of the doubt but I still don't understand why I've to take the post down.

Sometimes it isn't easy to write about the other side of the coin. Not all sponsored reviews tell the
whole truth about a brand. But if we don't write it, then who will?

I have a responsibility to remain true to my readers and this is who I am. Some outlets have described
BB as the girl with the no-nonsense attitude – she says it as she sees it. Haha omg how apt.

So unless they can give me a super good reason to take down the post, I'm leaving it up on the blog
because it is the unbiased review I wish existed before I went for my treatment with them.

I can only thank my lucky stars I wasn't the one who signed a $400k package with them and lived to
regret it.
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